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Build a Learning Strategy to Expand
Reach, Revenue and Impact
May 21 & 28, 2020

Nancy Bacon
nancy@nancybacon.com
In partnership with
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Welcome National Council of Nonprofits Network!

What have you been thinking about or working on
related to last week’s session?
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Nonprofit Learning Ecosystem
Programs

Leadership

Communication

Key
audiences

Portfolio

Capacity
Resources
Partnerships

A learning strategy aligns people, programs, and
partnerships to expand impact, influence, and revenue.
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What you want to talk about
• Financial sustainability of current and new
learning programs
• How to prune trees and make it sense of it
• Framing a new set of learning opportunities
and how to organize it internally
• Holistic strategy - we got lots of trees but I
want to be able to better articulate the
forest.
• The financial model
• Building a strategy with a strong core and
roots that is also flexible to move with an
ever-changing world/sector.
• Member engagement
• Focusing in on the ways we can create the
most impact most efficiently.
• Participant success combined with
organizational sustainability.

Financial
model
Decisionmaking
Communications
Members
Impact
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Once upon a time….

Art by Margaret Schulte | https://3greatchoices.com
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Chunked content

4 hour workshop

Grants

User-friendly design

90 minute webinar

Contracts

Owned intellectual property

Conference session

Licensing fees

“Certified” BIG trainers

Board/network
discussion guide

Participant fees

Document vault

Consulting fees

Micro-learning content
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Learning program business model

Value add
Product

Raw materials

Raw materials
•
•
•
•
•

Information
Content
Checklists/tools
Curriculum
+

Value add
•
•

•

•

Teaching
methodology
Instructional
design
approach
The way you
address
barriers
+

Products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workshops
Webinars
Courses
Conferences
Tools
Networks
+

Product

Product

Revenue
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fees
Grants
Contracts
Licensing fees
Membership
+

Capacity
•
•
•
•

Staff
Technology
Professional
development
+
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Business model questions

Value add
Product

Raw materials

Product

Product

Raw materials

Value add

Products

Revenue

Capacity

How can you
own your
content?

What makes
you unique?

Do you have
high quality
“products” to
sell?

Can you
capture the
value of
those
products?

Do you
have the
capacity to
deliver on
your
promises?

How can you
have access to
the best
content?

How does
your offering
solve a
problem?

How can you
increase their
value?
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CHAPTER 1 | PORTFOLIO

Curriculum
Tools
Partnerships
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Curriculum defined
WHAT
The knowledge and
skill someone is
expected to learn
Episteme: “to know” in
Greek
Epistemology: the
study of knowledge

HOW
Method for instruction
Lessons, projects, and
practice. Products
includes books,
materials, videos,
presentations,
readings, etc.

TO WHAT END
Desired outcome.
Standards the person is
expected to meet
after instruction.
Includes tests,
assessments, or other
evaluations.

The bridge that brings someone from where
they are now to where you want them to be.
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1. Develop excellent curriculum
How do we define excellent?
Nonprofit Finance

Designed to respond to the
needs of specific people
Outcome focused; clear
sense of what success looks
like
Positive and affirming
Includes key tools
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2. Slice and dice curriculum into “products”
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3. Deliver one curriculum in many ways
Nonprofit Finance
Short
workshop/
conference
session

Long
workshop/
course/on
demand
course
Microlearning
video or tool

Reading
financial
statements

Budgeting

Oversight

Balance
sheets

How to

Access

Profit &
Loss

Core costs

Separation
of duties

Cash
flow

Forecasting

Board
culture

Network
discussion
guide

Deep
dive
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4. Support curriculum with tools








Templates
Samples
Checklists
White papers
Directories
Guides/how-tos
…
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5. Build effective partnerships
Focus your energy on what
you have determined to be
core. Partner on “more.”

 Partnerships
 Profit share
 Subcontracting
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Passive income
streams $$
- Online
courses
- On demand

“Core”
content

Micro-learning
content used
with members

“More”
content not
behind pay
wall
10,000+
hits/year

www.wanonprofitinstitute.org
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BREAKOUT GROUPS
What are you thinking?
What is your “core” and “more”?
What questions do you have?
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CHAPTER 2 |

DELIVERY

Presenter guidelines
Trainer supports
Train the Trainer
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SHARE

How do you ensure that the people delivering
workshops are good trainers?
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1. Set high delivery standards.
Learning philosophy
Promise

Outcomefocused
evaluation
Standards
Supports
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2. Support an infrastructure of good teaching
Train the Trainer
programming
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual series (tie
to conference)
Lunch & learns
Newsletter with
curated content
Consulting
support
Feedback
Member benefit

22
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In-person vs. Online learning
Online

In-person

Intentional
instructional
design
Attention to
engagement
Outcome
focused

Starts June 4!
Share with your trainers
Scholarships available for NCN members
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Mapping ONLINE activities

24
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Mapping ALL activities
High bandwidth
These are
asynchronous tools
that people can
access on their
time. They require
bandwidth and
some tech knowhow.

Videos

Zoom coaching

Animation videos
Simulations/scenarios

These are
scheduled events
happening online.

Video meetings
Webinars
Online courses

KEY

Current programs
Potential programs

Low
Immediacy
(Access anytime)
These are
asynchronous
tools that people
can access on
their time. They
can be posted on
a website and
easily accessed.

Info sheets
Pacing guide
Admin guide

High
Immediacy
(Scheduled access)

Emails
Social media
Workshops
Data training
Coaching
Observations
Parenting talks Public events
Parent educator training

These are
scheduled events
happening inperson.

No/low bandwidth

25
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REFLECTION & QUESTIONS
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Communications

Purpose
Marketing
Pre-/post-event
communication
One-month later emails
Naming
28
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29

30
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One month later…
 Reminder of what we learned.
 Reminder that you were going to
do something with that
knowledge… what was it?
 Invitation to reconnect with your
team.
 Reminder that we are here for
you… be in touch if we can
support you.
 If you aren’t yet a member,
please consider joining.
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Naming
What's in a name? That which we call a rose,
By any other name would smell as sweet.
… and be similarly valued?
Which has more value?
Which has greater impact?
 Webinar
 Online course






Training
Workshop
Course
Learning sessions that will
leave you ready to do
things differently

 Conference
 Virtual
conference
 Conference …
where is it?
Online

32
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REFLECTION & QUESTIONS
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Business Model Questions

Value add
Product

Raw materials

Product

Product

Raw materials

Value add

Products

Revenue

Capacity

How can you
own your
content?

What makes
you unique?

Do you have
high quality
“products” to
sell?

Can you
capture the
value of
those
products?

Do you
have the
capacity to
deliver on
your
promises?

How can you
have access to
the best
content?

How does
your offering
solve a
problem?

How can you
increase their
value?
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Pricing

Value ramp
Ways to impact the value
ramp
Online learning and the
value ramp
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Pricing Example
Session
Public Individual Registration
Public Individual Registration 2 day/5 week workshop
Hourly workshops
2 hour Parenting with Courage and Connection
3 hour workshop (for a whole staff/group)
Full Day Workshop
6 week Class (12 hours)
2 day (16 hour) workshop for a group
Multi-session workshop for a staff/group

Cost
$75
$375
$800
$800
$1,600
$3,000
$9,000
$9,500
$10,500

Real cost

$1,700
$2,700
$5,200
$18,000
$23,000
$22,000

Current Pricing
$25,000

$23,000

$20,000

$22,000

$18,000

$15,000

$10,000

$9,000

$9,500

7

8

$10,500

Cost
Real cost

$5,200
$5,000
$75

$375

$800

$1,700
$800

1

2

3

4

$2,700
$1,600

$3,000

5

6

$0
9
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Strategic Pricing for Educational ProductsTM Tagoras
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Member benefits

Strategic Pricing for Educational ProductsTM Tagoras
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HOW TO “MOVE THE LINE”

BRAND: Your promise  brand
impact
ADD VALUE: Webinar  online
course (add pre/post work and
resources)
USE THE MOMENTUM “FLY WHEEL”:
Move people faster into higher
price zone
DEMAND CURVE TAILS: Low cost x
many/ High cost x few
CONNECT WITH OTHER PRODUCTS:
Coaching/consulting
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“Core” classes

Webinars

Social media

Website

Price

“More” classes

Conferences

Strategic pricing Value Ramp

Value

Strategic Pricing for Educational ProductsTM Tagoras
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Consulting

Multi-part in-person class

Introductory webinar

Micro-learning videos

Price

Online course with communications
In-person workshop

Strategic pricing Value Ramp
BOARD CURRICULUM

Value

Strategic Pricing for Educational ProductsTM Tagoras
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CAPACITY
1. Integrate a communications function into
learning (and curriculum development) so you
message your promise and brand consistently
(and show that message in your learning
materials).
2. Template key documents that you use over
and over
3. Create an intake system for speakers that
pushes some of the work onto them
4. Invest in technology to help– automated
emails, tagged groups…
42
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CAPACITY
5. Create “products” that you sell on a regular basis.
Low cost products can sell more frequently than
high price products. High price products benefit
from exclusivity or time sensitivity
6. Bundle products to increase value and reduce
workload
7. Use your membership team to add value…
members get something more, and that added
relationship touch comes from a membership
staff member
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REFLECTION & QUESTIONS

44
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Two big ideas to consider:

How do we excel
where no one else is
playing?

How do maximize the
power of the
network?

45
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What you want to talk about
• Financial sustainability of current and new
learning programs
• How to prune trees and make it sense of it
• Framing a new set of learning opportunities
and how to organize it internally
• Holistic strategy - we got lots of trees but I
want to be able to better articulate the
forest.
• The financial model
• Building a strategy with a strong core and
roots that is also flexible to move with an
ever-changing world/sector.
• Member engagement
• Focusing in on the ways we can create the
most impact most efficiently.
• Participant success combined with
organizational sustainability.

Money
Decisionmaking
Communications
Members
Impact
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Learning strategies guide internal decisions
and give you a tool for funders.

48
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Coming soon…
Cost $25 with a
scholarship for state
associations
20 scholarships
available
Consider sharing
with trainers in your
state
Information will be included
in follow up email.
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Survey
Check your email 
Thank you!
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Nancy Bacon
nancy@nancybacon.com
www.nancybacon.com
(206)683-3576
Monthly newsletter on learning and nonprofits
Conferences That Make A Difference
Instructional Design Ebook
Let me know how I can help!
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